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As we wait for both the ECB and FED speeches alongside rates hikes at the beginning of May, micro economy came to the
forefront this month with the release of first quarter results. The analysis of these is only partial at this stage as about half of
the companies have published. Looking at consensus forecasts, earnings are expected to decline for the first time in two
years by around 10% for the first quarter. Such a sequence continues to favour defensive stocks (+2.9% in April) over
cyclicals (+0.8%) in terms of stock market performance. Market leadership has thus been concentrated in so-called quality
stocks that reported robust results (e.g. luxury groups) whose instantaneous valuation multiples stand at the top of their
historical range. The Bloomberg Eurozone index (EURODN) gained 1.51% in April, increasing its positive performance to
14.26% year-to-date.

The net asset value of the Richelieu Pragma Europe fund (R share) rose by 0.94%. The Thematic bucket (30% of the fund
on average), of which a quarter is exposed to semiconductors (ASML -8%, Infineon -12.7%), detracted the monthly
performance (c.-30bps). After several years of sustained demand, customers of the capital goods manufacturer in
monopolistic position, ASML, are normalising their investments this year. The Strategic bucket (30%) benefited from solid
prints from LVMH (+4%), consumer staples names (Beiersdorf +6%, Heineken +6%) and the announcement of the planned
divestment of Bolloré's logistics division (+7.5%). Finally, the Tactical bucket (37%) performed in line with the fund's
benchmark on the back of the rebound of BNP Paribas (+6%, following the easing of sector tensions) and the return of
speculation surrounding the capital of Vivendi (+10%), a stock that we still consider undervalued.

While economic growth momentum remains solid with, for example, the Eurozone PMI at an 11-month high in April, the
tightening of credit conditions linked to the banking storm is an additional risk for investors. In terms of allocation, the Tactical
pocket was strengthened (+3 pts) and within it the "low volatility" part (41% vs 35%) following the purchases of Beiersdorf,
Heineken and Vivendi or the entry (before the announcement of the acquisition of Simcorp) of Deutsche Boerse. Another
highlight of the past month for European markets was the announcement of numerous M&A deals: Network International,
Dechra Pharmaceuticals, Software AG, Simcorp, Majorel, Vilmorin... While the acquirers were both investment funds and
corporates, all these targets shared in common a market capitalisation of around €2-4bn. Thus, the accumulated stock market
lag of small and mid caps could be a research axis for new investment ideas within the Tactical bucket...


